Headlight Assemblies
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 35 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Direct replacement headlight assembly built to withstand water, debris and weather conditions
- CSA Compliant - Avoid CSA points by replacing cracked or hazed lights
- Bulbs included for a complete installation
- Matches the overall aesthetics of the original, fitting in with the truck’s exterior

FAILURE MODE:
- Collision damage, bulb failure, fogging
- Failure results in hazing over front of light, no light being emitted

Oil Drain Plugs
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Forms a seal with the oil pan to prevent oil leaks
- Made to specific sizes and standards to ensure a proper fit every time
- Coated for high corrosion resistance and a longer service life
- Gasket included for a complete installation (where applicable)

FAILURE MODE:
- Damaged threads or mating surface results in oil leaks

Switches - Power Window
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Driver side master switch to adjust passenger power windows
- Designed to match the exact fit, form and function of the original switch
- Easy plug-and-play installation, no programming required

FAILURE MODE:
- Electrical or mechanical failure, results in window not operating properly
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